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Torco: Towering inferno?
Violations aplenty in surprise inspection
By Jerry E. Pott

SIIIIJWrller

Colwnbia students are attending classes in buildings with
blocked or jammed rue escapes,
inoperative or non-existent ruealann systems, and improperly
stored toxic chemicals.
Three separate surprise inspections, requestc;.<J by the
Chronicle, and conducted by Lt.
Don Rice of the Chicago Fire
Department's Fire Prevention
Bureau between March 22 and
April 8, revealed that, according
to Rice, the college is the site of
nwnerous fire hazards including
violations cf Chicago's
Municiple Code.
The most serious violation
was found in the Torco Building,
whic h houses the school's
marketing department-the
building has no fire alanns.
According to Rice, the previous owners of the Torco building were not required to have an
alann system. But, as soon as
Colwnbia purchased the building
for classroom use in May, 1990,
the college was in violation of
city rue codes.
"So you don ' t have a fire
alarm in this building-period?"
Rice asked Larry Dunn, director
of building services for Colwnbia, who accompanied him on the
inspection.
"No," Dunn replied. "Not
yet."

Dunn said Arrow Elecuic, a
small rll1ll based in Skokie, was
contracted to install a fire a1ann
in the Torco Building, and it's
"just a period of weeks" before it
will be completed.
The secretary answering the
phone at Arrow Elecuic identilled Mickey Wolff as the only
person with information about
their contract with Columbia.
Wolff failed to respond to
numerous attempts to reach him.
"Colwnbia is going to have to
take care of the rue-alarm problem immediately," Rice told the
Chronic/e.

Bert Gall, Columbia' s executive vice-president, disputed
Rice's claim, sayinl( that "a firealann system is only required if
there are more than 100 students
in the building at one time, which
at this time there are not."
The actual wording in the
code, however, refers to the number of people in a building- not
just students-and would include
faculty members and other staff.
Gall went on to say that, "Installation of a rue-alann system
in the Torco Building is both
premature and voluntary on our
part."

However, chapter 15-16-110
(2) of the code states, "Type I or
Type II schools over one story in
height shall be equipped with a
Class I rue a1ann system."
According to the classification
schedule in chapter 13-56 of the

code, cotwnbia is a Class c-3
Type II School.
Gall also disputed the validity

of Rice's concerns about the
availability of fire escapes.
"I could rip out all the exterior
fire escapes and still be within the
code," Gall said. 'The code only
requires two interior exits, which
are present in all of our buildings."
" Don't you think the city
would be very concerned if we
were in violation of flre codes?"
Gall asked.
Rice, a 14-year veteran of the
fire department, was accompanied by Chronicle staff during
each inspection.
Blocked Fire Escapes
The three inspections revealed
that 19 of the 29 floors occupied
by the college in its three main
buildings, 600 S. Michigan, 624
S. Michigan and 623 S. Wabash,
did not have sufficient access to
all available rue escapes.
Chapter 13-160-070 of the
city code states, 'There shall be
no obstruction in any exitway that
may hamper travel and evacuation." But, of the 42 rue escapes
physically checked in the three
buildings, 23, or more than 50
percent, were unreachable or unusable.
Equipment and debris blocked
exits, windows were jammed
shut, and doors leading to rue

See Inferno, page S

Former teen queen wins production award
University in New York but Jessen said she didn't realize who
she was up against.

Entering th~ pageant was
Jessen's way of getting out of

When Lisa Jessen stood on
"If I'd have known that, I
stage in the 1985 Miss Teen USA wouldn't have entered," she said
pageant, little did she know that with a laugh. Her instructors conshe would one day win awards for vinced her to take a chance. It was
standing behind the ·camera instead of in front of it.
Jessen, 24, won the 12th Annual College Television Awards
Competition in the news and
public affairs division for her
region as executive producer for
"600 South," Colwnbia's news
magazine show. The award is
given by the Academy of
Television Arts and Sciences, the
same organization that gives out
the annual Emmy awards.
The awards ceremony was
held on March 10 in Beveriy Hills
and studded with stars such as
James Earl Jones arid Dan Castellaneta (the voice of Homer
Simpson). Jessen won a $400
cash prize for carrying the 11state Midwest region.
UaaJesaen
Jessen's interest in television
The award-winning show of
production was sparked during
"600 South" included a segment
the Miss Teen USA pageant She
about cocaine babies and an indidn't win, but while on stage as
vestigative piece about fire
Miss Teen lllinois, she found herhazards at Columbia College.
self paying close attention to the
While many students helped credirection and angles of the
ate "600 South," the contest
cameras and realized that was
awarded only college producers.
where she'd rather be. Modeling
The national contest draws
crossed her mind as an option, but
stiff competition from big-ieague
she decided to pursue a more
film schools such as Colwnbia
challenging career.

Macomb, a small town in western
lllinois. She came to Chicago and
went to Loyola for one semester
before starting at Colwnbia in
Sept., 1986.

By Cynthia T. Dopke
Sf411Reporter

·

Though this award came as a
surprise to Jessen, it's not the rlfSt
television contest she's won.
Jessen produced a docwnentary called "Aide for AIDS" that
showed how one person can
make a difference. In Jan., 1990,
she won a rlfSt place award from
a women's cable television organization. It was her fi rst
television competition and she
was hesitant to enter, but figured,
"Hey,mycompetition will be cut
in half. That was before I found
out that men could enter the contest."
The same documenlary
earned Jessen second place in last
·year's Colwnbia's AIDS Awareness competition.
Jessen graduated last June and
though not currently working in
television, she hopes to start at a
small news station.
She prefers a warmer climate
but isn't counting on her rrrstjob
offer to be in the ideal location.
"I want to go south," she said,
''but with my luck, I'd end up in
Alaska."

Lt. Don Rice of the Chloago Fl,.

Department'• Fire P,.venllon BurMu, checka the Webuh Building.

.Workshop offers students
tea, cookies, and sympathy
By Julie Sacbarski
SlliffWriler

It's 1:15 p.m., and a small office in the journalism department
is buzzing with energy. Four students stand bunched together,listening intently to the dark-haired
woman behind the desk.
Not only is she dispensing
words of wisdom, but she also
provides a wicked tea to wash
them down.
The office is that of Rose
Economou, Columbia's broadcast journalism coordinator, and
the students are a portion of the
informal workshop she conducts.
Meeting every afternoon with
students to discuss future plans
and tackle present problems
might seem overwhelming to
some, but Economou sees the
workshop as a necessary element
of the journalism department.
''There needed to be an open
door where students could come
share ideas, ask questions and
network," Economou said. "We
foster an encouraging environment for students who care about
their futures."
And from the looks of the
number of workshop participants, it's obvious just how
much students do care. Since
Economou began meeting with
students just a few months ago,
she estimates that she has seen

approximately 60 of the 100
broadcast journalism majors attending Columbia. About 10, she
says, have begun working on
"hard, independent projects that
have more than Colwnbia as an
outlet."
Alina Romanowski, a junior,
is one such student. She transferred to Colwnbia from Bradley
University last semester, and has
since begun workon an independent project with another student, assisted by Economou. The
project, sponsored by the Institute for Media Arts, is a
documentary fllm on Chicago's
homeless. Romanowski's first
impressions of Economou were
similar to those of many students.
"When I was introduced to
Rose, I was unsure about what I
wanted to do in journalism,"
Romanowski said. "She was so
friendly. As soon as we mel, she
said, 'Sit down! Would you like
some cookies?' When we started
talking, she asked me if I was
interested in working on the independent project with her, and I
said yes. From then on, I knew
Rose was a good person. She's
always willing to help students."
Economou said she began the
workshop primarily because she
recognized the need students had ,
for an outlet to their ideas. "Most
students, especially the younger

See Tea, page 10
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"BIG EVENT, BIG EVENT... I GOTTA GET...TO ...THE ...
BIG EVENT!!!
I don't know about you, but I'm on my way to the big
event at the HOKIN ANNEX. Why?? Because this
Tuesday and Wednesday, April 16th. & 17th. from
----11 :OOam -- 2:00pm Rebecca Courington is gonna be
exsponding *!#%?? You know, talking about the Student
Purchasing Program and demonstrating the three
New Macintosh Computers! Hey I don't know about
you, but I need tips on improving my resume.
There's gonna be computer experts there as well as Raffles,
Giveaways, Music (D.J.), and
my favorite ... food.

,_~. f

\

So, don't worry about

#~ ~

lunch time, you can grab
something there.
You better hurry 'cause
; / ' THE BIG EVENT ONLY
,. / / '
LASTS 2 DAYS.
/

1

/

~~~~"' ~

See ya there!"

Macintosh®
Not just. for fun anymore.
"'"'
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Frankly Speaking:

Poet and novelist, Paul Hoover
By Jerry E. Pott
Sr..ffWriler

Paul Hoover spent most of his
formative years moving from one
small midwest town to another as
a "PK" (Preacher's Kid, for the
uninitiated.)
He spent most of his undergraduate years moving from
English major to fiction writer as
a conscientious objector to the
Vietnam War.
And he has spent most of his
adult years moving from
obscurity to celebrated author
and Poet-In-Residence at Columbia College.
His published works include
five books of poetry, among
them, "Letter To Einstein Beginning Dear Alben" published in
1979. He has also had one novel
published by Random House in
1988 titled "Saigon, Illinois."
His numerous awards since
1980 include a National Endowment for the Ans Fellowship in
poetry, the GE Award for having
one of the- five best works to appear in a literary magazine, and
Chicago's most distinguished
literary prize, the Chicago Public
Library's Carl Sandburg award.

Where do prize-winning
poets come from anyway?
I was born in Harrisonburg,
Virginia, the son of a Protestant
minister in the Church of the
Brethren. That's a pacifist sectGerman pacifists-originally
knownastheDunkers. Wedidn't
live in the south that long, and
moved to the midwest when my
dad changed congregations. We
would move every three or five
years, kind of like an army brat.
We lived in downstate lllinois,
Indiana, and Ohio. My finest
memories are from central and
southern Ohio, and usually associated with a given congregation. My background was pretty
much a rural environment-rural
and religious. After high school I
went to Manchester College in
Indiana, which is one of the
Church of the Brethren
denominational colleges.

How did a small town
preacher's kid end yp in
Chicago?
I came to Chicago with son of
a religious purpose. Afte r I
graduated from college in 1968
the Vietnam war was going on.
Our church, along with the Mennonites, Quakers and Jehovah 's
Witnesses were · the leading
pacifist churches of the day. I
tOOk my conscientious objector
status and began working at Wesley Memorial Hospital, which is
now Northwestern Memorial
Hospital. I worked there from
1968 to 1970. That experience,
by the way, is the basis of my
novel "Saigon, illinois." James
Holger in the novel is essentially
Paul Hoover. I did experience
culture shock when I first carne to
Chicago, being a country kid. I
thought I could drive down State
Street, park in front of Carson
Pirie Scouandgo shopping. ! also
had a gun pulled on me the fust
week I was here, but I've never

had anything like that happen
since.
What influ enced you to
write?
My mother was a writer. She
wrote children's books and
religious songs. I never saw her
writing the whole time I was
growing up. That was bizarre. I
saw the evidence of the writing,
and in her sewing room there
were stacks of writer's magazines
that I would spend Saturday afternoons reading. I had no ambitions
to be a poet whatsoever, although
I was interested in writing. I
began an ambition to be a fiction
writer when I was at college-a
fiction writer who had a disdain
for poetry. Like a lot of young
men, I thought poetry was silly,
and I was more interested in the
an of fiction. I didn't understand
poetry in particular. It was my
goal to go on for a Ph.D. in
English, but then the Vietnam
war intervened.
What changed your mind
about poetry?
I came to Chicago and staned
graduate school in a creative writing program. Then I got involved
in a program for writers at the
University of Illinois, Circle
campus. Paul Carol became my
teacher there, and he motivated
me to become a poet. The most
imponant thing that he did was
one afternoon after a class we
were standing outside and it was
raining- one of those April days
when it's raining but the sun is
out-and we were s tanding
together under his umbrella and
he told me I was a true poet. He
said it in very dramatic fashion. I
was bowled over by that, and I
believed him. He introduced me
at my fust big reading by saying,
"Here' s Paul Hoover. He's quite
a fme young poet, but he doesn't
yet know he's a poet. I'm here to
tell you that he is." I think my
protestant upbringing prevented
me from calling myself a poet
until! was sure I was one. After
that I never wrote a story for 20
years. I wrote only poetry.

How did your family feel
about your career choices?
My parents were proud. They
had no ambitions for me to be a
doctor or an engineer anyway. In
our church tradition one seeks to
be of service in·some way in the
world, and being a poet is, in a
way, a form of human service. I
realize now that in the long run
I' m not that much different from
my dad. I think a poet and a
preacher share a lot of the same
things. I was approached by some
people at the college who wanted
to give me a scholarship to go to
our c hurc h sem ina r y, but I
decided to go ahead with my conscientious objector work instead,
and then purs ue a career . I
thought ultimately I would head
for a college teaching position.
But after I staned the M.A. program in poetry, I decided to follow that instead of an academic
career.

Jill S. Dolan f"' TM Chronic/<

How long have you been
teaching at Columbia College?
I staned teaching pan-tiffie in
1974 and moved to full-time in
1977. I've never taught at any
other institution. Columbia College is unique in that if you 're
adept at something like poetry,
you can teach that skill and that
understanding without necessarily going after a Ph.D. So I got my
M.A. in 1973 and then came here.
You always have concerns about
your own freshness in relationship to your position, but I've
been refreshed by sabbaticals,
I've been refreshed by my own
curiosities, and by pushing
myselfback into areas like fiction
writing.
Did you ever have doubts
about what you were doing?
I reme mber when I was a
young unpublished poet in the
early 70s, my wife' and I didn 't
l<now what we were going to do,
so we briefly discussed moving
into upper Michigan to work as
hired hands .on a farm. I was a
hippie and thought it would be a
fun thing to do. That's about as
close as I ever came to getting
away from writing. My life has
been happy. I have a family. I've
been married for 17 years to Maxine Chcmof, who is a poet and
fiction writer with virtually equal
accomplishments to mine. We
have three children. The period of
the Vietnam war was a little disturbing. It altered my attitudes
radically. I think it shook me out
of place, but I wound up going in
the same kind of direction I intended to go.

What prompted the r eturn
to fiction writing?
I had already published a few

books of poetry, and appeared in
a number of anthologies and
magazines. Around 1985-86 it
occurred to me to write a novel
based upon my experiences as a
pacifist. There were a number of
Vietnam War novels published,
but none from the perspective of
a conscientious objector. I put my
poetry aside, and every evening I
would go home, have dinner, and

write. Six months later I had a
novel. I sent a chapter off to the
New Yorker, and the manuscript
off to a division of Random
House. Two weeks later the New
Yorker accepted the chapter, and
the next day I got a call from the
editor at Vinl.age Contemporaries
that they had accepted the novel.
The New Yorker said there was a
good chance they were going to
take it if I would change one
thing. So I immediately sent a
copy of that letter to the editor at
Vintage. I think that encouraged
herto read ita little more quickly.
But the speed with which they
both acted was really amazing.

What other changes occur red as a result of the novel?
Suddenl y I ha d a do uble
career. But I eager to get back to
the poetry. You can't always
write a novel in six months. I
followed that with another bock
of poetry called "The Novel",
which was a bock-length poem,
and a reaction to having written a
novel. Also , a fter you have a
book published it's advisable to
go out and give readings. The
cycle generally is you are very
private and hermetic while you
are writing, and then you get your
public persona, and drag it outsometimes howling- and seek
o ut readings, and son of go on
tour.
Does it ever become easier to
write longer pieces?
Yo u keep wanlin ~ to challenge yourself as an author to
keep things interesting. When I
got into my mid-thirties I staned
to challenge myself to do longer
works. I staned writing in length
when I did a sonnet sequence at a
time when it was considered not
cool to write sonnets. It's fun to
try a little of the unexpected.
Then I wrote a IS-page poem, and
a 30-page poem, and that finally
got me to do the poem "The
Novel."
Focusing on the college for a
moment, what is your impression of Columbia students?

The student population has
been very consistent from the
beginning. We get a good mix of
kids from different racial,
religious, and economic backgrounds. The poetry program
does seem to attract more women
than men, though. I think Columbia students can write with just
about anybody. Three of my
poetry students were included in
a national anthology a couple
years back. There were only 30
poets included in the work, and
most of them were graduate students. Columbia had three of the
thiny and our students are all undergraduates. I think that's pretty
good. Our students have been
successful in several areas and
styles of poetic expression.
Have you bad any problems
with the administration?
Nobody teaches anywhere
without experiencing some di sappointment. I was hopeful that
we would have a full-fledged
graduate poetry program by now.
I felt we had the achievement and
the staff to handle a graduate program. We do have one fonhcoming next year, subject to approval
by the State of Illinois. T hat
would be a masters in teaching
with an emphasis in poetry. I' ve
been quite ambitious to enroll
graduate students in poetry. I
would also like a full-fledged
M.A/M.F.A. program that would .
be nationally competitive. Weal- .
ready teach our undergraduates
with a grad uate standard, so
we're prepared for the transition.
There are also other Columbia
College politics that everybody
knows about because they read
The Chronicle. B ut Mike
Alexandroff is a brilliant man and
a very astute politician, who had
a good vision for the college and
made it happen.
Do you forsee any problems
with Alexandroff's departure?
The way this college works is ,
there are strong chairs. Each chair
has his or her own little fiefdom.

See Hoover, page 4
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Pers ective:

First amendment no excuse
,_

By Amy Barthelemy
Cop] Editor

There is abundant evidence on campuses nationwide that Americans
hale each other. Too many of us have failed to overcome our worst
racist, sexist, or anti-semitic attiwdes.
The distwbing prevalence of publicly expressed racism on college
campuses has led some schools to adopt codes restricting and punishing
"hate speech." At issue is whether schools have the right to restrict
speech on their campuses. or whether such practices are an abridgement
of individuals' First Amendment rights to free speech.
As many as 200 U.S . colleges and universities have adopted codes
restricting racist, sexist and other derogatory speech on campus. The
scope of these codes, and the severity of punishments they provide for,
varies greatly. One code, at the University of Michigan, was struck
down in 1989 because it was so broad and vague that it infringed upon
students Constitutionally protected righ t to free speech.
Schools that have adopted speech codes say they arc motivated by
a desire to protect minority students from language which is clearly
hurtlul, and to preserve the d1 versity of their student populations, which
might be threatened if minority students felt uncomfor1llble or unprotected on campus.
Whether speech codes can offer anything but the most superficial
protection remains to be seen. But it is an admirable aim, and schools
have the right to take reasonable measures toward that end.
Those opposed to speech codes say they infringe upon swdents'
First Amendmen t rights. But, if a student is suspended, or even expelled, for shouting anti-black remarks on campus (as was a student at
Brown University), have his Constitutional rights really been abridged?
Is he any less free to stand on a public s treet comer and express his
views. no matter how narrow minded? All that has really been taken
away from him is the opponunity to study at tha t partic ular institution.
A student expelled for spouting offensive racist epithets has no
more recourse than an employee who loses his job for cursing out his
boss. Both student and employee arc entitled, under the First Amendment, to express unpopular opinions. But just as the tantrum-throwing
employee is not guaranteed a job by the Constitution, neither is the
expelled student guaranteed a place in a college classroom after his
outburst.
Institutions of higher learning (both public and private) set cer1llin
standards for academic competence and appropriate behavior. St.atcsupponed schools do not have to accept a ll applicants. They arc not
supposed to discriminate on the basis of race. sex or religion. but they
do discriminate based on other criteria.
·
Limiting what swdcnts may say to one another on a college campus
will not alter the misguided attitudes behind the )'lOrds. Perhaps
minority students will feel comfor1llblc in their newly sanitized environments, but surely anyone who's been the object of racism is aware
•hat silence docs not equal acceptance.
Yes, schools have a righ t to be intolerant of bigots who would
intimidate their fellow students. Speech codes may not be as effecti ve
as school administrators hope, but in the final analysis, they will have
to rely upon trial and error to deal with this problem. Let's not tie their
hands by inappropriately invoking the First Amendment.

The Columbia Chronicle
600 S. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60605
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The administration communicates with the chairs essentially
by having lunch with them. T he
faculty doesn't have that much
input in that mix , so its run like a
business-from the top down.
That's different from many traditional academic institutions
where things bubble up from the
bottom. That is, the faculty rises
up through the ranks to positions
of chairmanships, deanships, and
ultimately presidenc ies. What
might happen with Mike's leaving is the faculty will be trusted
with more of a hand in governing
the college. But that's still in
some contention because of the
strong position of the chairs. It 's
a strength that in the wrong hands
can lead to tyranny, and it has
been observed to lead to that. On
the positive side that system can
get results in a way that more
democratic systems ca n't
achieve.
Any chan ges in store for
you?
I 've n ever actively campaigned to get another position at
another college. I have it preny
good here. For example, if I want
to bring in a special panel of
poets, or do some other project or
workshop I can do it. Not many
To the Editor:

Mary L . Kensik

Managing Editor

Mary A. Jobnson

Senior Editor

Joyce A. Littleton

Copy Editor

Amy Barthelemy

Ca lendar Editor
Advertising Editor
Advisors

Are you workln11 on anytblng else rlgbt now?
Ye s. I ' m writing another
novel. The working title is "Critical Thinking," but I expect I'll
have a different title when it's
finished . An alternative Litle
would be something li.lce "The
Pos t-Modern Christmas of
Jami so n Harkness." It' s a
Christmas diary by a man who's
a professor of critical swdies at a
university not unli.lce Columbia
College. It primarily takes place
in the man 's mind and in his
home. The character evaluates
every trivial event in his life as if
it has monumenlal significance.
So it's a comic novel-son of a
philosophical Walter Mitty who
is obsessive/compulsive in the
way that he exercises his thinking.
Wben will it be completed
and published?
I starteJ the book at Christmas
time a year ago and I hope to have
it done by this Christmas. I had a
summer vacation plus a sabbatical from the college to write this
one, which is why it's twice as
long as my fust novel. But, I
couldn' t secure a deal with this
book because normally you approach a publisher with 100

pages and then use the advance to
fmish the rest of Lhe book. At 100
pages I still didn't know what!
had . The book kind of made itself
as it went along. After 200 pages
I saw what I had and went bac1t to
the begiMing to rewrite it.
Nobody likes to talk about
money, but are you as commercially successful as you tbOUKbt
you would be?
There 's always Lhe question
for an author or poet of whether
you should go somewhere else.
There's also the cliche that there
are cer1llin advantages to being in
New Yo rk, and that has occasionally entered my mind. But
Maxine and I have been published by some of the fmest presses
in the country and we're here, so
it really makes no difference. It's
wherever your mind is. That
doesn't mean you should ignore
New York. In fact, as a writer you
should try to get there a couple
times a year. I also try to make
one West Coast Lrip a year, usually to San Fransiseo, if I can to do
readings. I'm not necessarily a
Chicago booster but it's a fine
place to be. There are lot of
writers in the subwbs teaching at
the local college who would ldll
to come to Chicago. As artists
we're lucky to be living in a city
that is very cosmopolitan, world
class, and a net producer of art in
a very big way.

Lance Cummings

Executive Editor

Pbotograpby Editor

people have thatlcind of freedom
in an academic setting.

Omar Castillo
Laura Ramirez
Timotby Bentevis
Don Gold, James Ylisela

Starr Writers
Tim Berry, Cyntbia T. Dopke, Art Golab, Cyntbia Horvath,
Julie Moriki, Denise Nelson, Jerry E. Pott, Elizabeth
Rodriguez, Leslie Roller, Julie Sacbarski, Karen Sobus,
Nancy T bart, T beresa Volpe
Photographers
Jill S. Dolan, Laura J . Novak, Keith Strickland,
Kim Wagner
Tb~ Columbia Chronic/~ is tbe orr~ial student-run newspaper
or Columbi a College. It is published weekly during tbe scbool
year, and distributed on Monday. Views expressed in t bis
newspaper are not necessarily tbose oftbe advisor or tbe college.

I wholeheartedly disagree
with Brock Craft about the effectiveness of the anti-<:ocaine ad in
the March II iss ue of the
Chronicle. I think it is a very
powerful image. It may not deLer
most cocaine users but it is bound
to be more effective than "a
thou sand words," which is a
ludicrous suggestion, even for
concerned citizens.
Who wants to read a thousand
words? I think Mr. Craft is confusing deterrence ads with public
discussion by concerned citizens.
In this case, a picture is definitely
wonh a thousand words.

IRONWORKER, CHICAGO

Mary Little
Library Assistant

THINK BIG. MAKE ART. APPLY NOW.
THI SCHOOl Of THI ART INSTITUH Of (HICAGO
For 1991 trans fer applications call 1-800-535-6285
Jonas Dovydena.s. lronU!Orku. Chicago, 1969. silver gelatin print.
courtesy of The Art Ins tit u te of CMc ago.
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Low GPAs land some students
By Theresa Volpe
Staf!Wriler

This semester, 190 of
Columbia's 2,700 financial aid
recipients lost their funds because
they had not followed guidelines
set by either the federal government or the college.
Of the 190 students who lost
funds, 145 were affected by
Columbia's guidelines. At
Columbia, a financial aid
recipient must have a cumulative
grade point average of2.0 or better, complete undergraduate
studies within six years and be
enrolled in a minimum of six
credit hours per semester.
The federal government's
guidelines, which went into effect two years ago, caused 55 students to lose their aid this spring.
Students receiving aid after June
1987, must have at least a 2.0
GPA at the end of theil fourth
term, regardless of what they did
the fii'St three.

Inferno,
from page 1
escapes were locked, the inspections showed.
South Campus
The Torco inspection revealed
other fire-safely lapses. On three
of the four floo.rs used by Columbia fire escaPes were blocked
The f~re-escape stairs outside
the third-floor faculty lounge
were blocked by garbage
dumpsters in the alley. Anyone
trying to escape from the
building's west side would have
had to jump the fmal two floors.
A sixth floor conference-room
door leading to an inner-court f1re
escape was locked, and the fireescape door in room 605 was
stuck and had to be forced open.
Another door on the eighth
floor took almost five minutes of
pushing, prying and kicking
before it finally opened-after
Dunn and Rice had cleared
several desks out of the way.
Dunn told Rice he thought the
weather was to blame for warping
the exterior doorjambs.
The 14th floor fue escapes
were all in good shape, but no
classes were scheduled there this
semester, Dunn said.

Main Campus
Rice began his fii'St inspection
March 22, on the top floor of 600
S. Michigan. And one of the fust
things he noticed was the bare
wood ceiling at the top of the
central stairwell. ·
He wondered aloud whether
the building was fue resistant.
Dunn assured him it was,
saying the wooden cover was a
temporary replacement for a
skylight that used to be there.
Rice and Dunn then climbed
to the roof. Dunn refused to let the
Chronicle accompany them because of"insurance liabilities."
The fii'St room Rice inspected
was the Television props/setstorage room on the 15th floor. It
was one of the few times he was
noticeably annoyed with what he
saw.
The f1re escape was blocked

'This new addition has caused
some confusion among students," said John Olino, director
of Financial Aid. "If a student
maintains a 2.0 for the first three
semesters and then drops to a 1.99
at the end of the fourth term or
any time afterwards, they will
lose their aid."
The financial aid department
is required to be strict about such
matters, but those in the counseling department have a more sympathetic ear.
"With these regulations, the
federal government acts as if
there is some magic moment
where they can take a picture at
the end of your fourth semester
and at that point you must have a
2.0," said Mark Kelly, director of
Counseling Services.
But as statistics show, more
students are affected by
Columbia's guidelines than by
the government's.

•

Ill

Columbia's guidelines are set
by the Dean of Students and the
Director of Financial Aid. The
school's policy complies with
federal regulations and is mandatory for all institutions receiving financial aid.
Students at Columbia who
don't receive aid must maintain at
least a 2.0 GPA and obtain their
bachelor's degree within 12
terms. Full-time students· must
satisfactorily complete 10
semester hours per term. Pantime students need at least six
hours per term. When students on
fl1181lcial aid fall below a 2.0 GPA
for four consecutive terms they
are dismissed from the college.
However, students in jeopardy
are notified by the third term
about the possibility of dismissal.
Since 1980, the U.S. Depanment of Education has worked to
ensure that students who receive
aid are progressing through the
system at an acceptable rate.

by a furniture dolly, and the two
fire escape was blocked by
rooms that make up the storage
someone's bicycle.
On the ~t side of the same
area lacked a heat detector, ceilfloor, three portable blackboards
ing tiles, and proper closures.
barred an emergency exit from
'This whole area needs to be
photography department offices
properly enclosed," Rice said.
to the center stairwell lobby.
'They'll have to make the recomA heavy blackout curtain and
mended changt<S or stop using
several chairs blocked the west
this as a storage area."
f1re escape on the eighth floor.
On the 13th floor, a west-side
And on the seventh floor, the esf1re escape was blocked. And in
cape window refused to stay open
room 1301, a large area housing
most of the fabrics and other sup- . because of a broken closure.
In the records office on the
plies for the fashion design
sixth floor a large radiator with a
department, therewerenof~reex
cover, topped by a stack ofbooks,
tinguishers, or signs directing
prevented anyone from using that
anyone to areas where extinfue escape.
guishers were available.
Outside the Bursar's office on
The 11th floor accounting ofthe fifth floor, a secondary
fice f1re escape was blocked by a
hallway leading to an emergency
desk and coat rack. And on the
exit.was clogged with mailbags.
east side of the same floor, Rice
Not that it would have matfound a large supply of amte~thedoorwaslocked,and
monium hydroxide, a chemical
there were no signs to indicate it
used in the art department's
was an emergency exit.
blueprint machine.
Not even the college adThe machine is kept in a small
ministration offices were safe.
area between rooms 1101 and
The emergency-exit door leading
1103. According to documents
from the offices to the central
provided by science department
stairwell lobby was locked from
faculty member Keith Kostecka,
both sides.
ammonium hydroxide is exOn the fourth floor, the door to
tremely caustic and corrosive,
the Black Music Research Coland should be stored in a special
lection, and another f1re escape,
corrosive-containment cabinet.
was locked.
Eight one-gallon containers of
Dunn said an "electric strike
the chemical were being kept in
system" was being installed that
and on top of a standard metal
would automatically unlock the
storage cabinet. One open condoors when the fire alarm was
tainer was on the floor, and held
triggered, providing access to the
a supply tube leading to the
fue escapes.
blueprint machine.
The strike eystem is not yet
While ammonium hydroxide
completed, Dunn said.
fumes pose a danger to skin, eyes
On the third floor, the emerand lungs in its liquid form, under
gency exit from the library's
certain fire conditions it will also
technical services area was
produce a poisonous gas.
blocked by desks, files and shelRice questioned whether such
ves of old books.
a large supply of the chemical
And outside the library's main
was needed.
second floor entrance, the emer"We go through about four
gency-exit signs pointed people
containers per semester," said
in the wrong direction, sending
Sharon Lavine, of the fashion
them down a second-floor
design departrilent. 'The fumes
hallway instead of the stairs leadare ... part of the developing
ing to the fust floor.
process."
The main entrance to the
Other handling and storage
Museum of Contemporary
precautions, such as adequate
Photography on the fust floor
ventilation, and a shower and eye
was the only available door for an
bath were not in evidence.
emergency exit from that area A
On the lOth floor the hallway
museum official told Rice the
to an emergency exit was clogged
with miscellaneous debris and a
door was locked from both sides
large refrigerator. The west side
to protect the exhibits.

financial aid limbo
"Originally, it was based on a
student's cumulative GPA., but
now it has become more complex
because the federal regulators
keep adding new requirements,"
Olino said ..
Kelly and Olino argue that the
federal regulations are unfair because they do not give students
enough time to adjust to college
life.
''This is the effect of a Congress that is determined to cut
funds. You get these bureaucratic
laws that have little relationship
to a real life of a student," Kelly
said.
The Academic Advising
Department offers guidance for
students who find themselves in a
position where they may lose
funds. All students, whether
receiving aid or not, are put on
probation whenever their GPA
falls below a C average. When
students fail to bring up their
GPAs by their fourth semester,
they are dismissed from school
Wabash Campus
"This building is in good
shape," Rice said as he began the
inspection of 623 S. Wabash.
He was impressed with the
dust collecting system used in the
lOth floor woodworking shop.
And said the entire building
looked to be the most fue resistant of the three main campus
structures.
But problems with fire escapes plagued six out of the 10
floors there, as well.
The door to the escape in room
909 was locked, and once inside,
the window was blocked by drafting tables and chairs.
In room 807, the escape window was blocked by desks, and
the window itself was jammed
shut.
The door to room 700-S, and
another escape, was locked, and
escape windows in rooms 609
and 309 were stuck shut.
On the second floor, the east
side fire escape was behind a
locked door. And in the theater

for at least one year. A dismissed
student must obtain a 2.0 at
another school before being
reinstated.
Any student on probation
must see an academic advisor for
counseling. " If a student is on
probation, we direct them to the
Writing Center and the Math and
Science Learning Center for help.
Also, special tutoring programs
are available in some of the major
departments," Kelly said.
Students who have lost aid can
become eligible again if they
bring their GPAs up to meet the
school's and the government ~s
standards. "If you're in trouble,
you've got to come in for help,"
Kelly said. "We want to make
sure none of the guidelines come
into play."
"Sometimes, with all the
regulations, the hole students fall
into is so deep it's hard to get
out," Olino said.
scene shop, workers had temporarily positioned large tables in
front of the west exit, and placed
sticks in the east window frames,
including the fire escape, to
prevent them from being opened.
According to Steve Bauer of
the theater department, the tables
were placed by the exit temporarily while another pan of the
floor was being painted.
"The sticks are one of the
measures we use to prevent
thieves from getting into the
shop." Bauer said.
Depending on the violations,
the college administration has up
to 90 days to comply with the Fire
Department's recommendations.
Major infractions, such as the
alarm system in the Torco building, and the locked doors leading
to fire escapes, will have to be
dealt with immediately.
Until that happens, however,
the next time you hear the fue
alarm go off at Columbia College, take it seriously-and get
out.

Order your college ring NOW.
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One hand washes the other with 'Soap'
By Theresa Volpe
Sill// Reporter

How about this for a cast of
character: mobsters, murderers,
detec tiv es, drunk s, s luts,
swindlers, unfaithful lovers, interracial marriages and split personalities.
No, it's not an Oprah orGeraldo show. It's Columbia's soap
opera, "Behind the Screen," a 30minute program, produced by
students from various departments which airs regularly on
cable and satellite networks.
"The reason for a serialized
program was to have a format
where students could write, act,
produce, direct and do all the
production totally from ground
zero," said Luke Palermo, co-instructor of the Cable Workshop
Producing and Production class.
"If we did something from
plays that have already been
created, the students wouldn' t
have the opportunity to create
original plots, and we would have
a harder time being creative all
around," Palermo said.
The s how 's plot revo lves
around two television news stations engaged in a fiercly competitive battle for ratings. There
are scandals, murders, love affairs and more.
Some of the main characters
are Olivia Jackson, the owner of
one of the stations and Jack Jackson, Oli via's conniving brother,
who is always trying to find ways
to take over the station. There's
Guido Nova, a mob boss out to
control every character on the
show, especially his daughter,
Sylvie. Then there is Jessica
Dugan, whose split personality
sometimes turns her into Francesca La Fevre.
A co llaboration of c lasses
come together to help out. Students from several deparunents

collaborate to produce the show.
The Cable Workshop Producing
and Production c lass is teamtaught by Ron Bayly and Palermo. Susan Regelet teaches the
Profess ional Writing Workshop,
while Catherine Slade s upervi ses
the independent actor's project.
The classes from the various
deparunents meet for five or six
hours each week on the 15th floor
of the Michigan building, where
the studio is located. There are
eight scenes in each half-hour
episode. Two scenes are filmed
each week and one new episode
is telecast each month.
Each class ha s designated
responsibilities. The writers are
mostly from the fiction and film
deparunents. Students fror~ the
televi sion department act as
directors, set designers, lis hting
and camera people. "The <actors
have input as to what happens to
their character, and they meet
weekly with the writers to talk
about story lines :u td character
development," Palo.:rmo said.
The show has a student music
:lirector who sits in on rehearsals,
then scores an original set of
music for each scene. The music
is recorded separately on a synthesizer and worked into the
show later. Performers are members of an independent study
group from the theater department.
In any given semester there ar
between 70 and 80 people involved in the project. Writers and
production people ca.1 hold those
positions for two semesters. Actors can stay in their roles for as
long as they are at Columbia.
l•r terms of plot line, character
deve lop me nt ,
make- up,
wan:lrobes and sets, everything is
run by students.
"You would think we should
oc re-inventing the wheel every
semester, since new people have

to start from the beginning. But
for some reason, the quality of the
work starts where it left off the
semester before and keeps getting
better," he said. We just fmished
shooting episode 23, and there is
a dramatic difference compared
to episode one."
The continual improvement is
hard for Palermo to explain, but
he said it could be due to the
reputation the program has within
the participating departments.
Students know what to expect
when they sign up for classes.
"The new students talk to
other people who have already
worked on the project and become familiar with the show.
Word gets around that it's a
serious project. Students have a
real motivation to carry the show
on," he said.
The television deparunent was
surprised to see the soap take off
the way it did . "At firs t, we
weren't even sure the product
would be showable. With 70
people trying to learn how to do
a show, how could we expect
them to produce quality stuff by
week three of a semester. But as
our s tudents always do, they
surprised us and took the ball and
ran with it. Within three weeks
we had good stuff," he said.
"Behind the Screen" can be
seen on Charmel 21 through the
Chicago Access Corporation as
part of it's Prime Time Columbia
slot. This slot is part of a one-hour
program put out by the television
deparunent monthly. The show is
telecast in 4 7 communities in the
suburbs using cable systems such
as ·continental, U.S. Cable and
Multi-Media. The show has
recently been added to a nationwide satellite network called
UNET (University Network},
which has 126 affiliates.
That the product was presentable for cable was a wonderful

CENTRAL CAMERA

CoMPANY
DEPARTMENTS:
View Cameras
Binoculars
Photofinishing!Film
Darkroom Accessories
Video Cameras

Tripods
Used Cameras/Lenses
(Most items over $50.00;
I year limited warranty)

Flash/Meters
Paper/Chemicals/Enlargers
(Kodak, Ilford , Oriental/Seagul
AGFA, Mitsubi sh i)

luxury and a benefit the department didn' t expect. When working in a educational environment,
Palermo said, getting the experience of producing, direc ting
or acting in a television program
~s far more important than
whether or not the product get's
..tirplay.
''The process is far more important than the product. The
audience and the showing of it
takes second seat. But we' ve
found that the product's success
motivales students because it is
something they can be proud of,"
Palermo said.
Chicago news personalities
such as NBC's entertainment
critic Norr.1an Mark, ABC and
CBS roaming reporters Janet
Davies and Bob Wallace have all
had guest appearances on the

show. Wallace even did his well
known , " Where's Wallace?"
from the show's studio for Channel 2 news.
Many of the students who
have worked with the program
have gone on to land bigger and
better roles. For example,
Michael Stoyanov started out as
one of the show's prime characters and he is now appearing on
the CBS sitcom, "Blossom."
"We have had a lot of-people
leave here to become producers
and actors of various types of
programs. Their experiences here
help them learn what actually
happens on a studio set," Palermo
said.
"The nice thing about the
soap," he added, "it represents
many departments here a t
Columbia."

Summer Employment
Opportunities
The EngUsh as a Second Language Program a t
Northwestern University Is looking for college
s tudents to act as residential assistants for forty
high school s tudents.
The program teaches Englis h to non-n a tive
speakers u s ing learning activities Involving drama
a nd mus ic. Positions are available for college
s tudents who are studying mus ic, drama, speech,
or dance.

~
L---------------------------------------------~

Reside ntia l a ssis tants live In the res idence hall
with the s tudents, work with the program faculty,
a n d coordina te learning and socia l activities.

You do not need a student 1.0. card to receive our low prices.

Com pens a tio n Incl udes s ummer room and board,
sala ry a nd expenses. a nd one course tuition
scholarship.

New Cameras/Le nses

Books

We haYe a complete Darkroom Department!
We discount our photofinishing and developing seviccs.

NORTHWESTERN

O UR 91ST YEAR IN BUSINESS
230 S. Wabash Avenue ncar Ja ckson Blvd. • 312/427-5580
Monday-Friday 8:30am-5:30pm • Saturday 8:30am - 5 pm .• S unday closed
Mail and Phone Orders Accepted * Repairs Accepted * We Accept Trade --Ins

UNIVERSITY

For a comple te job description a nd application
lnrormatlon. call S teve Taylor a t
(708) 49 1-5250.
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A NEW ERA FOR
CHICAGO BASEBALL
After 81 years offond memories, Comiskey
Park, the "baseball palace of the world,"
gives way to a new era, demolition began
April3.
Two years and millions of dollars in the
making, Comiskey II, directly across 35th
street, is now ready to hold nearly 45
thousand jubilant fans when the White Sox
face the Detroit Tigers in their home opener
Thurs., April18.

Text by Amy Barthelemy
Photographs by Omar Castillo.
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"Don't tell me you still haven't heard about the
Student Purchasing Program here at Columbia.
I just went to see Rebecca Courington in the
Academic Computing Department.
She has special discounts
on the three new
Macintosh Computers ....
Macintosh Classic,
Macintosh Ilsi,
Macintosh LC.
You can even get
computer packages
which include
the computer, the
printer, and even
the programs!!!
So hurry over to
suite 400, you know
the Wabash Building, and
talk to Rebecca.
Tell her Mac
sent ya!"

Macintosh®

Not just for fun anymore.
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Hokin Gallery paves the
way for artistic display
By Cynthia T. Dopke
Skiff Wrller

If you're looking for Utopia,
you can find it in the Hokin Center. That's where color, chaos,
and a cow's eye come together to
create a montage of photographic
images, entitled "Utopia," by
Matilda Gits.
The giant collage is part of a
show of her latest works hanging
in the Hokin Center, Columbia's
student art gallery. This is what
the Hokin Center was built for - a
place for art students to share
their work with other students.
But she wouldn't have been
able to create this show without
the help of the people at the
Hokin Center, especially Bobbi
Stuart (Hokin Center coor.dinator)," Gits said.
"The Hokin Center is extremely helpful. They purchased
all the glass, bought and cut all
the backings and hired someone to
hangmyworlc."
Gits approached Stuart with
about twenty photographs and an
idea. Six months and 80 prints
later, she had completed one of
the biggest challenges of her life.
Carol Ann Brown, assistant
coordinator of the Hokin Center,
explained the services available
to students who want to exhibit in
the gallery. Along with the matting and glass, the Hollin also
provides money for food and invitations for an exhibit opening.
"This is a great opportunity for
siudents to get the experience of
a show and having something to
put on their resume," Brown said.
Despite the availability of
space and money, Brown said it's
difficult to get the departments
involved, because the Hokin is
not seen as a gallery space. She
said that Stuart visits different
departments to encourage students to display their work, but
that doesn't seem to draw much
response.
"I don't think enough is done
to get students to put their work
here," Brown said. She has suggested the Hokin board consider
offering cash awards through a
judged show which would look

good on students' resumes.
One of the reasons that students may not display their work
is a lack of knowledge about the
gallery display process. The
Hokin Center has guidelines to
follow, but they aren't widely
known.
Nancy Bain, a junior, majoring in photography, said she firSt
heard of the Hokin student gallery from inslrllctor Bill Frederking who displayed work from his
Photo Ill class in the Hokin.
"I was aware that it was student work, but I hadn't inquired
to find out what the selection
process is or what any of the procedures are," Bain said. "It's
something I've always thought
about doing but never got around
to. One of the problems is students are so concerned with
fmishing their work for one class
they forget about all the other
learning experiences offered by
the college."
Liz Chilsen, a graduate
photography student, was also
unaware of how the Hokin Center
operates.
"I think if they're anxious to
get people to hang there, they
need to do more to inform people
about how to do it," she said.
Chilsen suggested that communication between the Hokin,
faculty and students be improved.
Students interested in having
their work diplayed in the Hokin
are asked to turn in a written
proposal and meet with Stuart
with a sample of their work. The '
Hokin staff reviews the proposals
and works with students if they
need assistance.
"They are extremely supportive for individual art students interested in putting a show
together," Gits said of the staff.
Gits detailed some of the positive aspects of having her work
displayed in the Hokin gallery.
"You get lots of exposure, lots
of financial and physical assistance and you get total freedom.
To me, that's ideal. This facility
is so good because there is no red
tape. If your work is good, they'll
put it up."

SAVE S-!Oc;t

Post-it™
Note Pads
BRAND

5-Color Pastel Cubes #2018
ONE WEEK ONLY
Reg.

Student exhibits photos in Hokin
plained, "I want people to see my
work and say, 'It's not that difSkif/Wrll•r
ficult to get some money together
"Photomontage" is the title of and go to South America."'
The unusual way the photos
Gits' exhibit that opened last
·Friday, April 12. The exhibition are arranged in the display exis a collection of photos Gits has presses her different emotions
.taken over the last four years in and her "cons1111ctionist" style .
Individually, my photograph
:places as far as India, Europe, and
Nepal and as near as Chicago's are strong and simple which is
what allows them to be grouped
Buckingham Fountain.
But Gits explained that the lo- together. And that pushes it to
cales are not the focus of her another level. That's what I'm
work. "I kept discovering that my trying to do," she said.
Gits has studied at the Univerwork wasn't about a place, it's
sity of New Mexico and the
about a style."
Gits has captured vivid images University of London and has
and vibrant color to create a stun- visited Venezuela; Germany,
India, and Nepal. Her travels are
. ning display documenting her experiences around the world and beautifully and creatively docupeering into her personal ex- mented in her "Photomontage"
ex hibit which runs through
periences.
Friday, April26.
"It's about seeing," she ex------------------~

By Cynthia T. Dopke
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We Carry These Assortments:
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Scotcti' Brand Pressure Sensitive Tapes
Post-ifNote Pads
Post·ifM
File Folder Labels
Post-ifHanging File Labels
You'll SAVE at Our Store- Wide
"Appreciation Sale" Now in Progress!
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Students squeezed by textbook prices
By Julie Sachi Moriki
SwffWrilu

Peel off the sticker of a used
book from the Columbia College
bookstore and chances are you'll
fmd a second tag underneath with
a lower price.
The cost for a used book at the
store may actually increase over
time, and some students are
wondering why.
"The value of the book
depreciates the more it is used,"
said Moiz Husain, a senior
marketing communications
major. "So, why should the store
charge more money for it?"
The bookstore prices a used
book 25 percent below the cost of
a new one, said Mike Smith, the
store's manager. When textbook
publishers raise the price for a
new book, the cost of a used one
goes up as well, he said.
The price of used books is not
set by Columbia but by Follett
College Stores, a firm that leases
the bookstore space from the
school. Follett manages more
than 300 college and university
bookstores nationwide. In return,
Columbia receives rent and a portion of the store's earnings.
Follett purchases all of the
store's merchandise-book s,
tapes, supplies, clothes and other
materials-hires its own
employees and takes care of the
store.
While school administrators

may be happy they don't have to
fret over the store, students frown
over some of the store's policies.
Sophomore Jude Abella, a
radio major, said the store not
only charges students unfairly for
used books but also rips them off
·with its book buy-back policy.
"Students pay full price for a
book at the store," Abella said.
''They are lucky if they receive
half of the money they spent for
that book at the end of the
semester when they go to have it
refunded.
The bookstore charges students more for used books than it
paid to buy them back, she said.
Caroline
Noonan,
a
sophomore liberal arts major, said
the store shouldn't raise its prices
on used books because they don't
require the labor that is involved
in printing and distributing new
·
books.
Smith agreed, but he said that
used books are more work for his
staff than new ones.
" Used books require actually
far more labor than new books
do,"Smith said. "The store has to
sort through piles of (miscellaneous) used books purchased
from wholesalers, whereas new
books come in one big box.
''The store also has to spend a
lot of time blacking out the old
prices to put in the new ones,
whereas new books come already
priced."

Since the bookstore is not
managed by the school, students
must abide by Follett's policy.
The only alternative is to fmd
someone willing to sell them used
books at a price lower than the
store is charging. Columbia's
hallways and bulletin boards feature many advertisements for
used books.
Roosevelt University, whose
bookstore is also managed by
Follett, came up with a solution to
the frustrations some of its students had with refund and used
book policies.
Roosevelt 's Student Senate
Committee holds a used book sale
in the fall and spring, where students can buy and sell used books.
The used book sale is an opportunity for students to get more
money back for their used books
than the bookstore is willing to
give them. It also allows them to
buy used books at a lower price.
Many students may not like some
of Follett's policies, but Smith
and Roosevelt books tore
manager David Roth insist that
their stores try to serve student
needs.
According to Roth, Follett
saves money for students because
it buys textbooks from
wholesalers.
Muriel Kelley, textbook
manager at Columbia's store,
said the store's special order service allows students to order
books or materials free of shipping and handling charges.

Tea,
from page 1
ones, have never written a resume
or cover letter, but are looking for
guidance to help them, "
Economou said. ''They come to
me saying, ' I haven't done anything; no one will want me.' But
this is ridiculous, because all of us
have life experiences. We are aiJ
experts at something, whether we
want to believe it or not."
Econo mou said that her
workshop has become so popular
among students because the field
of broadcast journalism is a highly competitive one that requires
patience and determination. The
workshop, she says, prepares students for real life experiences in
the market.
"In the last ten years, it's been
very difficult for broadcast journalists to enter and stay in the
bus iness," Economo u said.
"Sometimes it's easier to get in
the business than to stay in the
business, because it's a very competitive field. But for talented,
cr eative grad ua tes, the possibilities are limitless."
During her afternoons with
<tuden ts, Economou spends

several hours reviewing cover
letters and resumes, writing
project proposals, researching
ideas and advising and listening
to students.
"What I do is sort of interrogate students," Economou said.
"I try to flush out their interests
and exper ien ces and s how
employers that we have this pool
of people with potential. I act as
a sort of catalyst for the group. If
I can't answer a question someone has, more than likely, one of
the other students can."
B e th John son is another
broadcas t journ alism major
working o n an independent
project with Economou's
guidance. For her, the workshop
is a place where she cm come
with ideas and leave with insight.
''The workshop is so full of
ideas. It's just like fireworks
when it gets going ," Johnson
said. "Rose litera!Jy sits down
with people and until they stop
needing her, she gives. The
workshop has been so encouraging. People go out and do things
I don 't think they'd norma!Jy do."·
''This workshop is an umbrella," Economou said. " It is a weigh
station, a place to come with and
t:Jr ideas."

You are not alone...
If you' re feeli ng depressed, lonely, or unmotivated, you are not
alone. Everyone, at one time or another, has experienced these feelings. Sometimes, when you'·re busy with classes, work, family
and friends, its easy to forget about taking care of yourself.
Education teaches one about the wwld around them.
Counseling teaches one how to cope with every day life.

Ro be rt Padjen

CUE Therapist

(312) 929-0684

PARKING
for

STUDENTS & FACULTY

AUDITORIUM GARAGE
SOUTHEAST CORNER
CONGRESS AND WABASH
1 HOUR or LESS $3.50

2 HOURS or LESS $4.00
3 HOURS or LESS $4 .50
Each Additional Hour $0.25

VALIDATE PARKING CLAIM
CHECK AT COLUMBIA COLLEGE
COURTEOUS SERVICE
2 4-HOURS DAILY.

Nam•-------------------------------------------.. _____________________ City ----------- St.te _____ Zip ________

~,.

312- 922-3442

TiJiep""""l

- - - - - Greduatlon Date ________ Collegellla}or _____________

PlNse mall coupon lo:
Or Cll/1:

U.S. Coast Guard Informal/on Center, 14180 Oa//u Parkway
6th Floor- Suite 626, Oat/as, TX 75240
1-800-424-8883 Ext. 1084
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French thriller displays lethal beauty
By Art Golab
StaJJWriltr

Take "A Clockwork Orange,"
cross it with "My Fair Lady,"
throw in a touch of "The Dirty
Dozen" and you have "La Femme
Nilcita," a stylish French romantic
thriller, now playing (with subtitles) at the Fine Arts Theater.
Though this film may be a bit
too violent for some, the French
locale, superb performances and
taut direction all combine to bring
a new twist to some old ideas.
In "My Fair Lady," we saw an
English professor teach a lowly
flower girl to be a lady. In
"Nilcita" we see a sinister government agency transform a haggard, burnt-out street criminal
into a lethal, beautiful and highly
efficient assassin.
The catch: she falls in love and
eventually decides to try to
change her life.
As the film opens, Nilcita is a
young woman who has already
·reached the end of the line. A
dazed, sttung-out junkie, living

on the streets, she helps a brutal
gang of punks rob a drug store. In
the course of the robbery she kills
a policeman without thinking
twice.
She is caught, convicted, and
sentenced to death. Then a secret
agency of the French government
fakes her suicide and offers her a
chance at relative freedom if she
will become a trained killer for
the state.The rest of the film
chronicles Nik.ita's transformation from a savage street killer to
a polished, government assassin.
Along the way she falls in love
with a happy-go-lucky grocery
clerk and through this relationship finds her humanity.
All the actors in this film really
know their stuff, but Anne
Parillaud's performance as Nik.ita
is particularly riveting.
At first she is a wasted, amoral,
street punk whose speech consists
mostly of profanity. (French
majors should try out some of this
vocabulary on their teachers.)
Then she is an efficient, incongruo usly beautiful killing
machine. Then awakened by

love, she is a tragi~ figure as she
realizes what her hfc has been.
Parillaud puts across all these
different faces of Nik.ita in such a
believable and sincere fashion
that one overlooks the excesses of
this somewhat unrealistic plot Indeed, the bod; count in this movie
is only slightly exceeded by the
Schwarzenegger- and Stalonestyle shoot-em-ups.
It helps that Luc Besson, the
writer-director, makes good use
of interesting European locations.
He also keeps the pace moving
quickly throughout The way he
telescoped Nik.ita' s three years of
training into a series of vignettes
lasting about half an hour was
especially well-done.
Besson'ssinister,cynical view
of a government which trains assassins is thought-provoking, but
the violence and death in his film
is sometimes excessive.
Parillaud's striking performance, the European atmosphere,
and the story of a woman transformed by love, however, make
"La Femme Nik.ita" a film worth
seeing.

CLASSIFIEDS
"Audition! Black Actors and
Actresses, especially desired.
Need all types. Dramatic roles in
Independent Video Short. Call
312-728-7258 to arrange a meeting."
·

Wouldn't you rather be studying instead of Typing? Let Frances Secretarial Service type while
you ..... sleep. Reasonable Rates.
312-427-4273.
Eyes Around The World For
All Your Travel Needs. Contact
Emstine Brooks At Travel Consultant Call978-7078. After 8:00
P.M.. 374-4265.

VIDAL SASSOON
HAIRCUT MODELS NEEDED!
Thomas Shirnoda, D.D.S.
General Dentist
55 E. Washington, Suite 1420,
and 2500 N. Halsted.
NO CHARGE FOR FIRST
EXAMINATION AND FIRST
VISIT
Expires Dec. 31, 1991

FOR MORE INFORJ.I.-!ATION,
CONTACT JE NNIFE R AT
(312) 337-9497, OR STOP
BY THE 3RD. FL. OF
THE WATERTOWER
PLACE.
$12.00 FEE REQUIRED

Now you can afford to dream in color.
If you thought that finding a color
Madntosh• system youcould afford
was just a dream, then the new, affordable Macintosh LC is a dream
come true.
The Macintosh LC is rich in color. Unlike many computers that can display
only 16colors at once, the Macintosh LC expands your palette tO 256 colors.
It also comes with a microphone and new sound-input technology that lets
you personalize your work by adding voice or other sounds.
like every Macintosh computer, the LC is easy to set up and easy to
master. And it runs thousands of available applications that all work in the
same, consistent way-so once you've learned one program,you're well
on your way to learning them all. The Macintosh LCeven lets youshare infor·
mation with someone who uses a different type ofcomputer- thanks to
the versatile Apple• SuperDrive~ which can read from and write to Macintosh,
MS·DOS, OS/2,and Apple II floppy disks.
Take a look at the Macintosh LC and see what it gives you. Then pinch
yourself. It's bener than a dream-it's a Macintosh.
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For all your computer needs
visit Rebecca Courington
Room 400 B
623 South Wabash Bldg.
• • The power to be your bes(
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MUSIC: Lounge Ax, 2438 N. Lincoln
Ave., will present lao Moore and Moments
Notice on Wednesday, Aprill 7 for a IOp.m.
show. The critically acc laimed Moore has
been compared to the late Stevie Ray
Vaughn, so the show promises to be quite a
treat. Tbe Merkins, formerl y Tbe Rocket
Scientists, will open the show. On Tues.,
April 16, Biddy Mulligan's, 7644 N.
Sheridan Road., will present Tbe 1-Lites as
part of their weekly "Reggae Against
Depression," which features dollar Red
Stripes and five cent pitchers. Doors open at
8 p.m. Temple or Dale, Big Citizen, Turn
To Fiction and Tbe Junkies will perform at
the Avalon, 959 W. Belmont on Thurs., April
18. Showtime is 9:30 p.m. On Fri., Aprill9,
Big-bead Todd and the Monsters return to
the Cabaret Metro, 3730 N. Clark. According
to the Metro, the band has been developing a
large and Joyal following in the midwest and
they were recently honored as a "New Face,"
in Rolling Stone Magazine. The bands latest
release is entitled Midnight Radio.
THEATER:
Tbe Tbeater department wiU present "Wbite Devil,"a facultydirected workshop production on Mon.,
April 15 at 7 p.m. in the Getz Theater. The
production will run the entire week. For
showtimes and information call extension
800.
The Theater School Showcase of Depaul
University will present, School For Scandal
by Richard Brinsley Sheridan on Thurs.,
April 18 at the Blackstone Theater, 60 E.
Balbo Drive. Through elaborate use of comic

April15, 1991

Meetings, Music and Miscellanea
By Laura Ramirez, Cakndilr Editor

The Hlapenlc All !IInce will preMnt l..lodn jazz by Frondlne on Aprtl 25 et 2 p.m. In the Hokln Annex.

irony, disguises, and mistaken identity,
Sheridan's boisterous Georgian caricatures
uncover a group of hypocritical gossips
spreading slanderous stories. Their scheming
vanity and pursuit of fortune is exposes in a
wildly funny theatrical climax. The play will
run through April28. Currently, The Theater
School is also presenting ''Tbe Moon Is
Made Or Cardboard," a comic adventure.
For tickets and information on either produc-

tion:ca11 (3 12) 362-8455.
DANCE:
The Dance Center will
celebrate the contributions of Columbia College women to the art of dance with a special
three-day performance concert on April 18,
19 & 20. Faculty members Rebecca Keene
Forde, Laurie Goux, Mary JohnsonCoursey, Shirley Mordlne and Nana
Shinenug will join Jane Eckert & Dancers
for the special performances. The Saturday

Sbioenua will join Joe Eckert & Ducers
for the special performances. The ~
evening perfoonance is a spccia1 Columbia
CoUcae niahL For tiwts and more lnforma.
lion, C3ll (312) 271-7928.
MEETINGS:
WBBM-TV
reporter, Jay Levine will speak in the
Hokin Auditorium on Tuesday 81 5:30 p.m.
Levine will discuss his experiences covering
the Pezsian Gulf War. The Writing Center
will offer a punctuation seminar on Wed.,
April17 at2 p.m. in Room 707-W. The Front
Page Lecture Class will present Dkk
Loeber, PuliiZer Prize-winnina canoonist
for the Chicago Tribune on Mon., April IS 81
10:30 a.m. in Room 817-W Bill Campbell,
Director of Community Affairs for WLS-TV
will speak on Wedenesday 81 3:30 in Room
615-W. All students are welcome. The Counseling Services offices will present a seminar
entitled, "Parents: How to deal with that
older couple living in your house," on
Tuesday at 12:30 p.m. in Room 317-W. The
faculty and crew of''Behind Tbe Screen,"
will hold a semi-annual premiere party on
Thursday at 7 p.m. in the Hokin Center. All
are invited.
MISC:
The Registry, Students
Working with Students for Life Experiences
will hold its first meeting on Tues., April16
at 5 p.m. in Room 217-W. Founded by John
Abbot and Ernesto Diaz, The Realstry will
serve as a talent pool which students can use
when they need help in their projects. For
more information call extension 330.

Face Value:
:.;,=.re~agner
What improvements are needed at Columbia? Why?

John San Juan
Junior
English
From what I understand, students receiving financial aid are
required to endure more red tape
than any human should. Perhaps
our financial aid department
could make it their objective to
overcome those difficulties.

Joe Krupinski
Sophomore
Undeclared
If the people of this school
enjoy relaxing in the Annex, they
should respect it and clean up
theirmess.Peoplecan't relax and
eat without having to push a
mound of garbage aside.

We need bursars and fmancial
aid advisors who return your
phone calls.

Spring season has a certain air about it
By Kathleen Troher
Science Writer

It's that time of year again. Your nose is running, your
eyes are itching, and you can't seem to stop sneezing. Allergy
season is back, and it' s here with a vengeance.
"People can experience allergies at any time of year," said
Dr. Renee Lantner, an allergist at Loyola University Medical
Center, "but right now symptoms become more severe for
some."
Lantner said that tree pollen becomes abundant by mid
March; by May, grass pollinating season is here and August
brings ragweed. Some people are only sensitive to one or two
of these allergens, while others are allergic to all of them and
they suffer from March until the ftrst frost.
An allergy is an abnormal sensitivity to something that
most people can tolerate. Pollen and ragweed are harmless to
most people, but for others, close contact can cause severe
discomfort.
"For some unknown reason 20-25 percent of the population have systems that believe allergens are invaders," said

'

~
DerwinUmali
Junior
Visual Art management

CarmenDias
Senior
Television

Dr. Paul Kentor, an allergist and immunologist in private
practice. "Their bodies produce chemicals called histamines
to protect against these invaders."
Histamines are to blame for many annoying allergic
symptoms. According to Kentor, they clog the nose so additional invaders cannot enter, make the nose runny so those
already present will be washed out, and cause sneezing to blot
out any remaining allergens.
Although the presence of pollen and ragweed in the air
cannot be controlled, one particularly irritating allergen that
can be con !rolled is dander, flakes produced by house pets
when they shed dead skin cells.
Kentor said pets should be washed routinely to eliminate
dander, and they should be kept out of certain rooms, like
bedrooms.
Another option available to pet owners who have allergies
is to get rid of the animals. But for some this sacrifice is too
greaL Although ColleenWeber, a senior journalism major at
Columbia, suffers from allergies, she won't resort to giving
up her pet, a 50 pound Afghan named Amber.
"My allergist told me to get rid of my dog but I couldn"t,"

I would like to see more preppies, prissies, Jock Muscleheads, ashtrays and parking
spaces; loud obnoxious colors; a
USVBA sanctioned hippie-Rasta
volleyball team of students would
be nice.

Weber said. "Amber's just 100 cool."
Weber realized she was allergic to Amber five months ago
and is convinced her symptoms would be less severe without
the dog. To help her cope with the itching, sneezing and
wheezing caused not only by her pet, but by pollen, molds
and dust mites as well, she receives two allergy shots every
week.
Lantner said for some these shots can be very beneficial.
"Allergy shots allow people to develop a tolerance to what
they're allergic to," Lantner said.
Shots are often used after other forms of treatment have
failed. Over-the-counter medications, such as anti-histamines, which provide relief froll) the symptoms, and
decongestants, which reduce nasal tissue sweUing, are usual·
ly recommended fJist. However, these medications can cause
drowsiness.
If symptoms persist, or side-effects become unbearable, it
is wise to consult a board-certified allergist who can prescribe
medication that does not cause drowsiness, or administer
shots if necessary.
Because 74 percent of the people who are destined to have
allergies will develop them by age 29, and because allergies
are hereditary, Kentor is certain there will always be sneezing, itching, runny-nosed people in need of competent allergists.
"God watches over allergists," Kentor said. "It's a field
with plenty of business."

